APPEARANCES IN THE AP CURRICULUM:

- Confucianism’s core beliefs and writings originated in the writings and lessons of Confucius and were elaborated by key disciples who sought to promote social harmony by outlining proper rituals and social relationships for all people in China, including the rulers.
- In the major Daoist writings, the core belief of balance between humans and nature assumed that the Chinese political system would be altered indirectly. Daoism also influenced the development of Chinese culture (Medical theories & practices, Poetry, Metallurgy, Architecture).
- Confucianism emphasized Filial Piety
- Ancestor Veneration
- Required Empire: Qin & Han China
- In order to organize their subjects, rulers created administrative institutions (Centralized Government, Elaborate Bureaucracy/Legal System)
- Projected Military Power (Supply Lines, Diplomacy, Building Walls, Roads)
- Trade Cities (Chang’an)
- Social Hierarchy
- Fall of the Classical Empires (Han China vs. Xiongnu)
- Silk Road

TIMELINE

- 6th Cent. LAO TZU BORN DAOISM FOUNDER
- 551 BCE CONFUCIUS BORN
- 372 BCE MENCIUS BORN SPREAD CONFUCIANISM
- 221 BCE QIN UNIFIES CHINA
- 213 BCE BEGINNING OF “BURNING BOOKS, BURYING SCHOLARS” POLICY
- 220 BCE GREAT WALL CONSTRUCTION
- 210 BCE BURIAL OF TERRA COTTA WARRIORS
- 206 BCE FALL OF THE QIN DYNASTY
- 190 BCE SILK ROAD OPENS IN CHANGAN
- 57 CE 1st RELATIONS WITH JAPAN
- 105 CE PAPER INVENTED
- 206 BCE HAN DYNASTY FOUNDED
- 140 BCE 7th HAN EMPEROR WU ADOPTS CONFUCIANISM
- 68 CE 1st BUDDHIST TEMPLE IN CHINA
- 220 CE FALL OF THE HAN DYNASTY

PEOPLE TO KNOW

- LAO TZU FOUNDER OF DAOISM & AUTHOR OF THE TAO TE CHING
- CONFUCIUS
- QIN SHI HUANGDI
- HAN WUDI
- CAI LUN

HAN EMPEROR WHO RULED 54 YEARS & PROMOTED CONFUCIANISM & EXPANDED CHINA’S BORDERS

FOUNDER OF CONFUCIANISM WHOSE TEACHINGS WERE PERSECUTED UNDER THE QIN & VENERATED UNDER THE HAN

CONSIDERED THE FIRST EMPEROR OF CHINA; HE UNIFIED CHINA, FOUNDED THE QIN DYNASTY, WAS A LEGALIST

FOUNDER OF DAOISM & WRITER OF THE TAO TE CHING

COLLEGEBOARD

CLASSICAL
(600 BCE-600 CE)
ORGANIZATION & REORGANIZATION OF HUMAN SOCIETIES
Two of the most important Chinese philosophies formed at the beginning of the Classical Era (during the Zhou dynasty). While these two men are long gone by the time of China’s Unification, they have a huge impact on both the Qin & Han dynasties. In fact, these philosophies continue to have huge impacts across East Asia today. The story of Confucianism & Daoism is unique in the world of religion/philosophy as the founders of both actually met.

Confucianism

- Ethical Philosophy based on the teachings of K’ung Fuzi (Confucius)
  - Confucius was a failed bureaucrat
  - After leaving his position, he toured around China espousing his beliefs
  - Spent his last years teaching to 77 disciples via *The Five Classics*

Beliefs

- Ethical philosophy to be followed by all humanity
  - 仁: kindness; ‘do unto others’; “love others”
  - 禮: culture; everyday secular rituals, acts
  - 忠: loyalty; mutual, between ruler & ruled
  - 孝: filial piety; respect for elders; familial loyalty
  - 信: following the five bonds

- Main goal of Confucianism: JUNZI
  - seek knowledge, become a better person
  - Meritocracy
    - power should be vested in those according to merit/ability
    - espoused by enlightenment thinkers

- Persecuted by the Legalist Qin
- Official state ideology of the Han
- Led to civil service exam (meritocrat)
  - Based on Confucian teachings
- Fall of Han led to decline in Confuc.
  - replaced with Buddhism/Daoism
- Revived under the Tang (618-907 CE)
- Text: The Analects
  - collection of sayings/teachings from Confucius
- Later spread by Mencius (372-289 BCE)

Daoism

- Roughly around the same time, Daoism emerged as a spiritual alternative to Confucianism
  - far more spiritual than Conf.
  - Confucius rarely mentioned religion, spirituality, or the afterlife

Beliefs

- Embraced traditional Chinese beliefs in nature’s harmony and mystery
- Nature has a divine power that directs all life
- True understanding comes from removing yourself from the world & contemplating the dao
  - stressed humility, frugal living
  - political activity/learning are irrelevant

- Along with Buddhism’s arrival after the fall of the Han, Daoism insured that China would not have one universal philosophy
- Confucians hated the Daoist emphasis on magic/mystery
- Founder: Laotzu
  - Imperial Zhou Librarian
  - attracted followers (did not open a formal school)
  - spent 62 years in the womb
  - moral decay in the city disturbed Laotzu
  - moved west to live as a hermit (riding his ox)
  - stopped at gate & asked to write his teachings
  - Text: *Tao Te Ching*
QIN DYNASTY

- **WARRING STATES PERIOD** (475-221 BCE)
  - Qin emerged victorious against other states
    - Yan, Qi, Han, Zhao, Chen, etc.
  - Qin Shi Huangdi proclaimed the first emperor
    - Ordered all non-Qin weapons melted down
    - Expanded borders in all directions
  - “Qin” is literally the root of the word “China”

- **QIN DYNASTY** (221-206 BCE)
  - Political Philosophy: Legalism
    - Strict obedience to the law
    - Always obey the rulings of the emperor
    - Importance of the state over individual
    - Oppressed all other ideologies
  - Burning of Books & Burying of Scholars
    - Led to the loss of much of China’s history
    - If you refused, you were sent to the north to work on the wall as convict labor
  - Qin accomplishments:
    - Standardized writing
    - Replaced feudal society with centralized bureaucratic government
    - Iron swords and crossbows
    - Initial works of the Great Wall
    - Terracotta Army (not found until 1974)

**Death of Emperor Qin Shi Huangdi**

Qin Shi Huangdi became obsessed with immortality and the elixir of life. He traveled to the east in search of Daoist magicians who told him the elixir was on an island guarded by a sea monster. His alchemists created an immortality pill. He took the pill and it killed him... Mercury poisoning. To avoid revolt on the route back to the capital, they traveled with carts of rotting fish to hide the emperor’s rotting corpse odor.
Han Dynasty

- Founded by Liu Bang (Later Emperor Gaozu)
  - One of few founders from peasant class
  - Also, Emperor Hongwu (Ming founder)
- After the death of Qin Shi Huangdi, Civil War ensued
  - Liu Bang's Han emerge victorious
  - Liu Bang took the title Huangdi (Emperor)
- Huangdi Gaozu (Liu Bang's Emperor name) consolidated the remaining territories via treaty (and later replaced them with Liu family members)

Chinese History Theme: Problems to the North

- Han's Nomadic Problem = Xiongnu
  - Fought 200 years of declared wars
  - Classic: Sedintary vs. Nomadic
  - Led Han to expand west/north
  - Constant problem for Chinese dynasties until the end of the dynastic system (1911)

UNDER EMPEROR WU, CHINA SENT DIPLOMATS AROUND THE WORLD

- Uzbekistan, Persia, Bactria, India, Vietnam, Korea
- All received embassies

Beginning of the Silk Road (See next page)

The Shortlived Xin Dynasty

The golden era of the Han was briefly (9-23 CE) interrupted by the Xin (New) Dynasty. Wang Mang was "Acting Emperor" while the next emperor was a child. Wang Mang claimed the Mandate of Heaven and took control. He enacted reforms that eventually did not last and after a series of floods led to mass starvation (forfeiting the Mandate of Heaven). Many former farmers joined rebellion groups (ex. The Red Eyebrows) who eventually stormed to palace killing Wang Mang. Emperor Guangwu was able to defeat other claimants to the throne & restore the Han Dynasty in 25 CE. It would last until 220 CE.
THE SILK ROAD

- Most important trade route ever...
- Named after the lucrative Han Silk Trade
- Complex network of trade routes
- Began by Emperor Wu’s trade missions
  - (See below)
- Not the first large scale trade route
  - Ex. Persian Royal Road, Alexander the G.
- Two way road: Romans were just as interested as the East as China with the West
- Rome became obsessed with Chinese silk
  - Attempted to ban it; failed
- Not just goods; ideas, disease, tech.

EMPEROR WU OF THE HAN

- Arguably the most important Chinese emperor
  - (Below are various rankings out of 557 emperors)
  - #2 (China.org), #3 (Chinawhispers), #3 (Chinatraveldiscovery)
  - 3rd longest reigning emperor (53 years)
  - Vastly expanded the Chinese Han Empire
  - Sent missions as far west as Mesopotamia
    - Brought back seeds, horses, etc.
    - Opened idea to more trade to the west
    - Initially sent to set up alliances against Xiongnu
  - Officially promoted Confucianism as state doctrine
    - China’s Constantine (though he remained quite Legalist)
  - 140 BCE: instituted an examination of 100 scholars
    - Highest score’s essay endorsed Confucianism
    - Top scorers became top advisors to emperor

DOWNFALL OF THE HAN EMPIRE

- 30 year period leading to the end
- Many agrarian revolts
  - Ex. Yellow Turban Revolt
    - Famine/flood showed the Han had lost mandate of heaven
    - Gov’t was corrupt
    - Led by Daoist group
    - 10,000s rebelled
    - Lasted twenty years
  - Inability to handle rebellion led to rise of local lords
    - Empress Dowager brought in local warlord who then seized power
    - Civil war ensued
    - Officially ending in 220 CE
    - China broke into 3 kingdoms
    - Often romanticized in East Asian literature
    - Not reunified until 581
      - Sui Dynasty (581-618 CE)

Han Emperor

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- The Silk Road
- Civil service exam
- Paper
- Confucianism (state)
- Water wheel
- Iron, steel
- Wheelbarrow
- Junk ships (with rudders)
- Seismograph
- Seed drill
- Crop rotation
- Calendar = 365.25 (0.01 off!)
- Acupuncture
- Anesthesia